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33 Climbs near Turin (1) Rocca Sbarua
CAI-Turin
(Translation: A. Heppenstall)

Rocca Sbarua does not constitute a summit in its own right, with symmetrical well
defined faces, but is rather a prominent outlier of Monte Freidour (1445m) on the
Sagone-Noce watershed. The S face of Monte Freidour is a large rock wall which is
characterized by several spurs separated by deep vegetated gullies. The name Rocca
Sbarua was given by the first climbers who visited the region, who were impressed no
doubt by the forbidding appearance of the overhangs. In fact, in Piedmontese
dialect, the word Sbarua signifies' fear', ie the rock that causes fear. On the IGM map
of the area this name is not used and the peak is called Roccia Bianca (White Rock). A
similar name is used by local inhabitants; however, as a result of frequent visits by
climbers the usual name is Rocca Sbarua, which is also used by the inhabitants ofVal
Lemina. .

The rock is a siliceous gneiss with numerous quartz intrusions. It is of excellent
quality with many small holds and well-defined"features. Slabby formations with
compact smooth rock are common. There are many diedres, regular in shape with
cracks at the back, which allow easy progress by artificial climbing, or where the
width of the crack allows it, exciting layback and jamming techniques. Cracks for
artificial placements are normally good, though they can be few and far between on
account of the compact nature of the rock. The most useful pitons are angles, bongs
and thin blades. As a rule pitons are left in place, but it is advisable to take along a
good selection, and also one or 2 wooden wedges. The state of pitonage will be
reported periodically.

The low altitude and S aspect make Sbarua an ideal practice ground. It is possible
to climb there even in mid-winter and the normal season extends from October to
May. In summer the temperatures are too high, the streams dry up and the presence
of tufts of grass can be troublesome.

Valleys and Access Routes From Pinerolo (35km from Turin) follow signs for Val
Lemina, San Pietso, Talucco. The metailed road ends at Talucco, but it is possible for
almost any car to continue by an unmetalled road to its end. There is a general store
at Talucco, a baker and a good inn. From the end of the road (ample parking) follow a
good track for a short distance to the broad grassy Ciardonet Col (1094m). There is a
fine view from here across the plain to the Viso group and nearer at hand the vertical
central spur of Sbarua, overshadowed by its characteristic roof, stands out in profile.

From the Ciardonet Col descend a little, following the path, enter the wood and
continue horizontally to the base of the rock face, crossing two small streams on the
way. A large slab is soon reached from which the whole group can be examined.
Climb directly upwards along a path to a small shrine, with crucifix, at the foot of the
slabs of the normal route, and left of the imposing yellow wall known as Yellow Slabs,
45 min from the car.

This is the most popular and most interesting section of the group and is called
Central Sbarua. However if the path is taken further (without ascending to the
shrine), a scree slope is crossed and th.e start of the Rivero Spur reached. Continuing
horizontally, the Cinquetti Spur is reached and finally the Torre del Bimbo.
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The gully between Rivero and Cinquetti leads to the foot of Torrione Grigio;
further on are the starting points of climbs on other peaks above and right of Central

Sbarua.
Left of Central Sbarua a series of peaks and spurs is seen leading almost to the

summit of Freidour. To reach the start of the routes it is necessary to ascend to
Sperina Col (1300m).
Guide-book Rocca Sbarua e Monti Tre Denti G. P. Monti (CAI, Section Turin, 1974).
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34 Nordeifel

Joachim Schneider

(Translation: R. Sutcliffe)

Climbing is a virtually unknown sport in the Bonn area. The national Alpine Club is
confused with the Eifel Club and immediately one is regarded as a walker, despite the
fact that very interesting climbing possibilities exist here.

Situation and accommodation The climbing district lies in the Ruhr valley
between Heimbach and Diiren in the nature reserve of the Nordeifel, or to be more
precise, between the small villages of Hausen in the Sand Untermaubach in the N.
Today there are over 600 different routes of all degrees of difficulty in these oldest and
largest Rhineland climbing grounds. Along a 20km stretch of winding river
numerous rock faces, with some isolated pinnacles, rise to a height of 45m. In general
they occur in groups clustered together between 20 and lOOm above the bottom of the
valley. The district centres round BIens, Hausen, Abenden and Nideggen. The
motorist reaches the climbing grounds by way of Diiren; Kreuzau, Nideggen or
Koln, Liblar, Ziilpich, Nideggen or Bonn, Euskirchen, Ziilpich, Nideggen. There is
also a bus link from Diiren to Nideggen or one could take the train from Diiren
through the Ruhr valley to Heimbach (with stops at Untermaubach, Nideggen,
Abenden and Biens).

Visitors can stay at a number of unlicensed club huts, e.g. the Kolner-,
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Dusseldorfer-, Aachener-, Hollandische- huts near Biens, Krefelder- and
Duisburger- huts at Hausen and the Mulheim- hut in Abenden. There are further
overnighting possibilities at the Youth Hostel, also guest houses. Others camp or
sleep in caves below the rocks.

Rock type-origins and preservation The rock is a red-brown sandstone set with
white lumps of quartzite-a 100-300m thick gravel layer deposited and later dried
out in the Bunter Sandstone sea. The Ruhr eroded this great base until it reached its
present form. Various layers withstood the weathering process to different degrees
leading to the formation ofgorges, great overhangs and free-standing pinnacles. This
conglomerate looks most unsound. However despite these crumbly rocks there are
many routes which have been well used over the years and are safe. The quartzite
lumps, large and small, which protrude occasionally from the sandstone are used as
hand and foot holds. On the whole it is possible to climb even the most difficult places
in different ways. The rocks are solid, round and smooth; on the very difficult climbs
one is forced to climb very precisely. Basically it is sheer rock face climbing, cracks or
chimneys are rare and there is little friction climbing.

A stranger to the area should first get used to the unusual rocks (also called a
'vertical potato field') before he attempts the more difficult climbs. Extra pegs must
only be used in cases of extreme emergency and must be removed again afterwards.
The hand and foot holds in the soft sandstone'are likely to be damaged if pegs are
inserted.

The rocks between Hausen and BIens are closed for the protection of the bird life
between 15 January and 31 May; for the same reason the isolated' Raffelsley' near
Abenden are closed all the year round.

Historical background The first climbing routes were made around 1908. The first
goals were the single summits like Adam and Eve, Lippley, Jufferley (Blenser
Felsen), Mi:inch and Nonne (Abenden), Hager-Turm (Burgfelsen), Castor and
Pollux (Effels). These rock pinnacles were climbed without ropes; only on Castor,
Pollux and Hager-Turm were iron pegs hammered in for safety (they still exist
today). There followed big climbs on the Christinenley and Blenser Felsen, where
difficult routes were secured from the top. Many of the rock and route names go back
to the first Eifel explorers, who were active until around 1925. By the Second World
War nearly all the easy routes had been done; on present day reckoning climbing at
that time had reached IV standard. Many of the names from this period are still
retained.

The extreme era began after the War. In the middle of the 1950s artificial climbing
grew in popularity-the first peg was used on the Trichterkante in 1956. Since 1965 a
new period of free climbing has ensued; belaying pegs and important intermediate
pegs have been cemented in and distances between pegs increased. Today nearly all
the pegs on the accessible routes are cemented in; the remaining first ascent pegs,
which are still intact, should be treated with great care. The good safeguarding
possibilities and climbing without aids brought about a real rise in achievement.
Nowadays there are Grade VII routes in the Eifel; the number of routes has nearly
doubled in the past few years and even now much remains to be done.

Recommendable areas and climbs Apart from many smaller groups and single
rocks, 5 main groups must be distinguished. From S to are the following: the rocks
between BIens and Hausen, Effels, Burgfelsen, the Rather Felsen and the rocks near
Untermaubach.
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69 Climbme in thr I:'ifel (11111 and next photll.l Sc/mridrr)



70 Breidtlsly Blms, Eiftl

The Blenser rocks are the biggest, the mo t imponal1l and the mo t extensiv .
Here, divided by the Falken valle ,li s the might Breidelsley, the highe t rock fac
in the N Eifel (45m high and 150m long). The best routes here are Gruber IV,
Herweg IV +, Diagonale VI-, chleierkante IV-. Durener IV, Spinne +,
Krefelder Kant V Breidelsleyquergang IV-V (5 pitches) and it{

Engelsley- Excelsior ) I1- and Excelsiorkan te
The higher lying Nidegger Bergfclsen p,-esent a fal1la tic ight. On the Burgwand

(45m) are the most beautiful and mo t difficult limbing route: Herwegriss
Tricherkante 1-, Dir. Burgwand VI, Burgkal1l V . chlangenriss 11, chmitz
Barnbek III +, Osterlin-Quergang along the whole wall III-V (9 pitche).
Rewarding climbs can be found on the Hagerturm and the H irzley.

The idyllically ituated Effel , totally isolated, can be found near Nideggen; there
are over 100 routes; here are many of the free tanding pinnacles (up to 2~m high).
Noteworthyar : Terras en wand 1I, Birkenris) +, Zitrone VI-, Goldfinger V +,
Regenrinne IIf + , Sprossenwand AI, Fuch rohre V + . A further rewarding group,
W of Nideggen, is thc much visited 20m high Christinenlc.. The climbs are mainly
'asier, though there are 2 tcchnical peg climbs on a big overhang (25m, A2).

Funher main groups are the Rather Felscn, with Kickl' up to 25m high:
Katerweg V. Weg der 61 er VI, Rien ne va plus I, Rather Qu rgang IV + ; also the
rocks by Untermauback on the Hochkoppel: Dir. trassenwant V -, cheifer Ris'
III - .

The 1978 edition of the guide-book c~n Ix obtained from: Hci-Ha pOrt. Breitc
trasse 40. 5000 Koln I.
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35 Hauteroche

Monique Rebiffe

(Translation Eel, ard Pyall)

A n w crag has been ckveloped-a great novelly for those of us who for year now
have been spending our weekends at Sau sois, Surgy, Saffres and Cormol. The other
outcrops of the Burgundy limestOne at Fixin, Brochon, Bouillard Lamenay and
Baulme-la-Roch , while still used, have for various reasons tended to fall out of
favour.

7/ La Baden, Hallteroelle (7'his and next ph.oto: MOl1iqlle RebifJe)
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72 La Clogante, Hauleroche
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Hauteroche is 280km from Paris and is easily accessible by train since Gissey s/s
Flavingy Station on the Paris-Dijon line is only 3km away. For the motorist, it is

located on Michelin Map Sheet 65, pli 18. Leave A6 at Bierre-Ies-Semur and proceed
to Hauteroche village by way ofSemur-en-Auxois and Glavingny. Coming out of the
village take a minor road leading off on the left, with parking space available one km
ahead near a camping site. This is only 10 min from the Grande Falaise. There is a
cafe at Hauteroche, grocery at Gissey and complete food stocks and a restaurant at
Laumes.

The cliff is one km long and 35m high at the centre. The routes at the ends are
shorter and easier and will suit climbers ofonly modest attainments. The centre holds
some more difficult lines with standards up to Grade VII. By mid 1980 there were
more than 130 routes (one is called 'La Real Big One') and exploration was
continuing.

(Adapted from an account in Paris-Chamonix No 38 July 1980)

Turkey 1980
Torasan, Kackar and mountain rescue

Sidney Nowill

To an aging traveller in his 60th year, the prospect of visiting a new area in S Turkey
held appeal in the summer of 1980.

Philip Horniblow and Philippa Treadwell were enthusiastic participants. And
after surprisingly little correspondence or preparation, we launched ourselves out
from Istanbul on the 11 OOkm car journey to the S with the insouciance ofexperienced
expeditionaries.

Apart from one Italian party, and the CUMC 1965 Expedition to the Ala Dag, we
did not appear to have any req>rded predecessors to Torasan, and none at all from the
S. The previous parties had broken in to the NW amphitheatre of Torasan from the
Wand N, via exacting and complicated routes necessitating serious climbing over
the intervening ridges. Our own ambitions were more modest. But they involved the
hazards of movement in more or less unknown country. I had for some time felt sure
that an approach via Karsanti, a remote mountain village N of Adana should
logically provide the easier access we sought. The International Oil Major, when
asked for advice on the modalities, reported (via their southern marketing
organisation) that the road to Karsanti was unmotorable and that animal transport
thereafter was not available: they advised the hiring of half a dozen mules in Adana,
plus 2 muleteers; and the subsequent shipment of the alpinists, animals and drovers
up to Karsanti in a 10 ton lorry. The proposed cost was astronomical; the commotion
caused would have been such as to risk triggering our immediate detention, if not
incarceration. We dismissed this highly imaginative proposal with a mixture of
scepticism and amusement.

In ·the event we did manage to drive our overloaded vehicle up the inclines to
Karsanti, with a few halts for boiling, and over extremely rough surfaces. It took a
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